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BAD ENGLISH, Omotoyosi Salami
after you are through with university at a fine school in America
you return home but reluctantly.
you have to be forced back. they had to collect the sea and put it on your back,
you don’t want to come back to this god forsaken country
you have forgotten that you did not go to America for holiday
you get to your father’s hometown and complain about all the traffic and filth. you are right in this one,
Nigeria is a mess. but it was also a mess before you left,
but you are right. things should have gotten better.
you cringe at your uncle’s kola nut stained teeth
and his Yoruba accent, the way he adds “h” as a prefix to every word that starts with a vowel
and doesn’t pronounce the h in words that actually start with it
you call him “uncultured” and “crude” behind his back
when he makes grammatical blunders, you label him uneducated and local.
you laugh at his wife’s synthetic weave-on
you turn up your nose at kerosene-stove cooked food
in their kitchen,
you turn up your nose at transparent plastic bowls with oil marks at them
and say they are unclean
you call his house a shabby mud hut
you talk condescendingly to everybody
your father should have told you
your uncle was the one who sold his only plot of land at Ijebu
and added the money to what your father already had
to send you to your fine American school
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WATER AVENUE, Diana Humble

Materials: Digital Photograph
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STUCK, Diana Humble

Materials: Digital Photograph
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THE LAST THING I LOVED, Maya Elena Jackson
Gmail chat logs.
Eight years ago, I was a different person. At times, I feel wildly far-removed from the
consciousness one normally associates with their past self. The memories that I have
retained are more emotional imprints, less concrete fixtures of events. For example, I
gave a ring to my high school boyfriend. It makes shy appearances in photographs from
the time, but I could not tell you about the experience of picking it out. What I remember is the way the skin on his hand calloused around it, that prying it off of his swollen
finger felt like an intimate act. In that moment I was nurturing, smart and needful. He
trusted me to remove the source of his discomfort, even though I had been the one that
caused it (both by virtue of providing the ring, and otherwise).
When I first met him, I was a fourteen-year-old high school freshman. I ran into him
during the annual mountain retreat that our school hosted at the beginning of the year.
He was wearing a psychedelic blue t-shirt, and a necklace featuring an image of the
Buddha. When I went home later that evening, I was struck by how similar the shade of
dye on my Lexapro was to that shirt.
I wondered if he bought it at Hippie Gypsy?
Or maybe he had been to a street fair and had it dyed custom?
I was only half aware of the complexities that made up the people around me, fascinated by the things that happened so far away I would never know of them, yet were so
proportionally close to the space I took up in the universe. This was where I spent my
teenage years living, in a cycle of thoughts about the things that were occurring inside
bodies and minds that were not mine to know.
The past two years, I have been curious about this time in my life. Sometimes, I feel so
bogged down with questions about who I was in the past that it consumes who I am
in the present. I’ve considered this is a cycle repeating, replacing the hunger for what
made up the minds of others with one for what made up my own; however, this has yet
to make me feel any less starved.
In my search, I have scoured my belongings. No notebook in my childhood bedroom
was safe. I cursed myself for my haste in donating old clothes to Goodwill. When these
expeditions are not fruitful, I wait, sitting on the floor for as long as it takes, and twisting
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THE LAST THING I LOVED, cont.
against the unyielding question.
Parts of my past are neatly preserved in a series of boxes, tangible and virtual. Ingoing
and outgoing drafts spanning across multiple email addresses.
I type in his name, and those of my close high school friends. Chat logs come forth, and
for the first time in nearly a decade, I read over them.
I have harbored a secret fear that, because of my disconnection with who I was then,
maybe my feelings and actions were somehow not as real. Like guilt rendered past me
an illegitimate ghost: unthinking, unfeeling, and functionally void.
But when I read through these conversations that were full of both sincerity and conceit, genuine love and raging insecurity, trust and violations of it, I am comforted by the
dynamic and irrational thoughts laid bare. I am comforted by the curious wildness that
can only come from a teenage girl.
I am still not full. I do not know if I will ever be able to find an answer that reaches my
minds satisfaction about the actions I took when I was younger that I cannot comprehend now. But I am at least momentarily sated. The last thing I loved was Gmail’s saved
chat logs.
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WASH ME AWAY, Jacqueline Ridge
There is a spot on the beach that’s extra breezy, where the salt rides that cool
wind. It makes me think of how little time I have left here. I’ve watched as my calendar
transformed, replacing empty boxes with large red Xs, inching towards the circled date
when we are leaving. The days, like waves, heave upward with possibility, but fall away
and retreat into the water without effect.
Though I’ll never say it, I’ll miss this town. I almost wish it were riddled with travesty or scarred with painful memories, but that would be a lie. This town made me,
however flawed I am, and its corners whisper nostalgia and history. It’s not some bay
of teardrops or sorrows. I dig my feet into the sand, remembering how I first had my
first kiss on this very beach, though I’m sure that sand I stood on, alit with the magic of
young love, has long since been washed back into the ocean.
The wind whips my hair into my face, but I brush it back and tuck it behind my ear.
I try to remind myself that there will be more beaches, perhaps even grander than this,
with whiter sand and calmer waters and brighter views in our new town. But, my fingers
ache for this sand, however gritty, and I know their salt will taste different without the
Haskins Bakery puffing the smell of cinnamon rolls onto these banks.
I refuse to look at my watch, for I know it will tell me, once again, that I should
not stay here a moment longer. It will scream at me to move, to regurgitate my list of
priorities and to find that on the top is not my name but theirs, and though my heart will
break, I will know it is me that wrote this list and that it holds nothing but truth. No, I will
not look at my watch. I already know it is time to go.
I dig a stick through the sand, carving out my regards for those I am leaving. I
drop it against the rock that I sat on to sober up after my best friend’s wedding. I remember how my sides ached as my legs did, sore from a night of dancing and laughter.
I wonder if I’ll ever laugh that hard again. I take a final glance at these waters, desperate to store their image somewhere untouchable, then I turn and walk toward my car,
ready for the water to wash away my time here.
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MY SON DARES ME TO WRITE
A POEM ABOUT FORTNITE, Cat Dixon
Seated in his gaming chair, he hits the triangle
to find a match—he’s ready with the skin
he’s upgraded to and the pickax striped
like a candy cane and decorated
with Christmas lights. When the Black Knight
jumps from the bus, he skydives faster
than I’ve ever any other player, and lands—
it doesn’t matter where. He loots, shoots,
kills, and 20 minutes later he’s earned
that Victory Royale. On his mike,
he explains to his friends my claps
and cheers, “Yeah, my mom likes Fortnite.”
He tells me they don’t believe any mom
would like this game. He’s lost
count of how many battles he’s won,
but I admire his persistence, despite
the flat feet that pain him, despite
the father who abandoned him, despite
having me as his mother. Yes,
I had imagined more than this townhouse,
more than this limited time I can give—
working two jobs and writing on the side.
I imagined giving him everything I never
had. The enthusiastic cheerleader role
I play on this Friday night while
he snipes and shrieks is all I can offer.
He thinks I pretend to like the game,
but after he goes to bed and I know
he’s asleep, I hit the triangle, soar
down to Tomato Town and loot and hide
and never take a shot. I get fourth place
by luck. I don’t mention this to him.
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MY FRIEND AND I VISIT A CANDY
STORE AT 8:55PM ON A TUESDAY, Cat Dixon
After a couple of drinks at the poetry reading,
after we buy copies of the books and get them signed,
we head to the ice cream parlor, but ice cream
isn’t my treat. The candy store—with its walls
of candy cigarettes that leave chalk outlines
on lips and fingertips (years ago my friends
and I pretended to be adults dragging on a smoke,
tapping ash onto the sidewalks)—calls my name
and look, the “open” neon sign blazes—the red
torch to light the way. We jaywalk. I pull
on the door, but it won’t budge. You give
it a try, too, but no, it’s locked. Peering into
the shop window, there is the Coca Cola polar bear,
eight feet tall, with his eyes darting back and forth,
the 50s style counter with the old-fashioned register
that rings each time the drawer opens,
huge suckers the size of baby heads,
swirls of rainbows on sticks in a cracked glass jar.
All this sugar waits behind the glass. An employee
walks past, but won’t make eye contact.
Two kids still shopping disappear down
an aisle filled with taffy and gum. I pound
on the window expecting someone to come,
but no one does. I’m locked out.
What have I done? I throw up my hands
in defeat. The laughter starts.
Now I can’t speak, tears rolling down
my cheeks. “Look at the sign—they don’t close
until nine. They won’t let us in! They see us!”
I gasp. And you, with your ice cream cone, nod,
but I don’t think you get it. Not at all.
Until two days later you arrive
at my office with a couple of boxes
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MY FRIEND AND I VISIT A CANDY
STORE AT 8:55PM ON A TUESDAY, cont.
of candy cigarettes, and the thought
of those people behind the glass hoarding
all those sweets tickles me again.
I thank you for the cigarettes and slip
one between my teeth. Months later
I won’t mention that the night of forbidden
candy stays with me—a sugar rush every time.
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ODE TO THE PILLARS
AT BANGALORE PALACE, Satya Dash
The pillars in the palace were born a riveting yellow that contained both grief and
elation, held together by
a little bit of glue and grace. The story goes that in a fit of self-love, once they had
wanted to be white. Narcissism was hip,
even the new woke then. And the pillars bought into it. Dreaming of golden tan on
shimmering skin. And
sapphire tint on naked sheen. So they scratched and whittled away, tearing their bodies
in search of ivory.
When the force was spent and the application submitted, White rejected it and said
you’re born white,
nobody can become white. Burnt and saddened, the pillars arched closer, their yellow
grew amber.
Their plaque needed no cleaning, it only made them stronger. One midsummer
afternoon, a tourist slept at
the pillars’ feet in irreverence. All through the day he snored in the shade of their
bronzed magnificence.
Maybe this was self-love, the pillars smiled and thought, this absorbing rest.
Unwittingly like many
over the years, they had taken him their guest. Even the April sun conceded they had
passed the truest test.
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HOW DO WE NECKLACE OURSELVES, Satya Dash
Like freshly shaved hair,
memories on repression rear their head for recognition .
Playing peppermint tunes on dry skins of time,
the passage of a life compressed into a procession of dots.
Some a shade darker than the others,
most having a surface beneath the surface.
You must string these dots with a thread so firmgloss them with the hue of hubris and the blue of distance.
And form your own necklace to hang it by the bookshelf,
placed exactly at the angle where the beads will dance
in the moonlight refracted by the window pane on emerald nights,
leaving a shadow of light on the couch reserved for your best visitors.
Memories are not what happened,
they are what they left you with.
Sometimes we turn ourselves into a mirror
to see the object and not the reflection.
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THE BIG ONE, Nadia Delgado
I’ve been putting off this tattoo for years. My big thigh piece. It’s going to be a
beautiful, intricate piece of line art; no color of course, because color on skin like mine
doesn’t really work the way it works on pale, porcelain bodies. Not even my bruises
show that much color.
I’m thinking a baobab tree will serve as the base, and there’ll be little curling roses that climb up along the sides. In the center we’ll see a fox. Not a sleeping fox, but
one forever suspended in motion, as though it’s scurrying off for some new adventure.
I’m thinking of little falling stars around the edges of its fur. I want this piece to have
all of the aspects that Antoine de Saint-Exupéry intended for The Little Prince. It’s not
even a want, at this point. It’s a need. It’s been almost ten years since the little patch of
pain I first sowed into my own skin really began to blossom. I’ve told myself too many
times now that “time heals all wounds,” because time isn’t going to make wearing short
dresses or bikini bottoms any more acceptable. A tattoo will.
As of now, five inches of my upper right thigh stand as a testament to every pair
of scissors I ever met through my teenage years. Scissors stored in bathroom cabinets,
desk drawers, in the backseat of my Ford. Scissors that spoke to all the times I wasn’t
enthusiastic enough about being home, scissors that knew I honestly wasn’t backtalking, scissors that understood I didn’t mean to flinch on purpose. The scissors that
stopped when I wanted them to stop, save for “the big one.” All of these things that I
knew I could reliably trust a pair of scissors to comply with, things I could never expect
from my mother.
--Before the big one, the one that served as a barometer for every proceeding
self-inflicted tantrum, there was the big fight. The fight that made me wonder if I should
tell somebody, the fight that made me think that, maybe, my mother really wasn’t okay.
It was a fight that made confronting her difficult at seventeen, that makes it difficult to
confront her at twenty-four, because in what world does a healthy person have this
fight? In what world does a healthy person act like this was something a teenager deserved?
We were in the car. We were getting ready for my upcoming driver’s test. She was
the kind of unbelievably supportive parent that I would brag about. She’d wake up at
eight in the morning, let me drive our gas-guzzling car thirty minutes across the valley, all to then walk around an unopened mall with me. Sometimes we’d catch an early
matinee at the independent theater next door, even if I’d fall asleep a few minutes after
finishing my snacks. She knew I liked to drive when no one else was on the road, and
she knew that, more than any other destination, I’d want to know how to get to the mall
by heart.
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THE BIG ONE, cont.
A true mecca for teenagers. Whenever I’m running errands early in the morning
before work, driving down roads that aren’t already bustling with morning traffic, I’ll
play the songs I used to sing along for her those days. It’s a moment full of lightness.
But one of those mornings wasn’t like that. There was no lightness, there was no music
playing in the background. There was no singing. There was the sound of her screaming, the sight of spit splattering the dashboard, and the thumping of her fists against
my body, over and over and over. My right arm was thick and hot and pulsating, and I
wondered if any of the other drivers would care enough that this was happening to do
something. If it was bad enough to warrant anything being done anyway.
Her face, a deep honey color like mine, was gray and red and brown, an ugly slew
of colors that don’t belong together. Her eyes bulged from their sockets, and the full
lips she gifted me disappeared into the teeth she bared as her fists repeated contact.
I begged her to calm down. I begged her to breathe. I told her I was scared she was
going to have a heart attack. She spat in my face that it would be my fault.
I think the fight had started because I was signaling for too long before my turns.
A few minutes later, when the screaming and punching had subsided, she told me how
scared she was of the anger I had caused. She told me how much it hurt her that she
stooped so low, to my level. She told me how ashamed she was of herself for letting me
do this to her. She told me that I was lucky I didn’t get what I deserved.
When I got home later, I got what I deserved.
--The big one was a turning point. I didn’t cut off cutting cold turkey, but the practice began to fade, faster than my scars ever could. It became harder and harder to
hold a pair of scissors, look at the big one, a few inches below those five inches, and
wonder what was going to happen this time, because I could barely remember the last
time. The day of the big one.
It was Valentine’s Day, and I remember being upset over some standard teenage
romance. Nick, the boy I’d been in love with for years, brought balloons to after-school
theater rehearsal. I thought the balloons were for me, but, surprise: they were actually
for Nick and they were from Tiffany, the girl he’d just begun dating.
That alone was not enough cause for the big one. Coming home, already upset,
and getting in yet another fight with my mother was the signature recipe for an evening
spent with my scissors. It happened in the bathroom. Bathroom cuts happened when
I didn’t trust my mother not to barge into my room because she wasn’t done yelling at
me, or when the fights had actually happened in my room and I had nowhere else to go.
One, two, three.
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THE BIG ONE, cont.
Cutting in sequence is the closest I’ll ever get to screaming back at my mother. I
never got to have that sense of relief from speaking, from exposing my anger. I never
cursed at her, I never got to slam a door with a resounding “fuck you.” In fact, I rarely
spoke during our arguments, because they weren’t really arguments. They were tirades.
They were lectures. They were thirty to sixty to ninety minute internal monologues on
my end, mumblings that debated whether or not a slightly green or purple bruise was
enough to get me out of here. On my mother’s end, they were pleas for her humanity against my tortuous teenagedom. Crusades that let me know how worthless my life
would be if I really did end up like my drug-addicted older brother, Daniel, if it wasn’t
already too late. Proof that she was trying her hardest to show me the errors of my
ways, one gracious fist at a time.
--One, two, three.
I remember looking at one and two. They had opened up other cuts, they created
Xs, long and crooked and sloped, but they were on par for the landscape. But three?
Three was below the boundary; there were no zoning permits for three. Three was
below the denim shorts I wore regularly. Three was below the hemline of most of my
dresses. And three was thick.
Three was thick enough that the edges of my sliced skin revealed deep dark red
beneath, between. Three was open. Three was skin that could be pressed to close but
would not stay shut. Three was skin that would not scab in a few hours; three was not
enough for a band-aid, several band-aids, all of the band-aids in my bathroom cupboard.
Three was a scarlet paper trail that I flushed down the toilet. Three was a cruel
companion that peeled and cracked and tore open each evening, with an encore in the
morning.
--Number three. Now known as that scar from a busted chain link fence. From that
piece of plywood backstage. From the screw that stuck out too far. From anything other
than myself and the total and complete inability I had—have—to articulate how badly it
feels to know that the people who love you most and know you best, think you deserve
to hurt this bad.
I was always told I deserved more. It was the sign off of every fight, the rebuttal
to every barely-visible bruise. I was always told that these things were my fault, and
I was being spared from the brunt of it. No matter how much I rallied against the idea
that a five-foot four, ninety-seven pound girl, who loved her family more than anything,
deserved to be called useless and ugly and selfish and unwanted, deserved to be
punched and slapped and pinched and shoved. I wanted so badly to believe that my
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THE BIG ONE, cont.
parents were wrong, and I was a good person. And that they were good people. And I
really do believe that they are good people.
I wasn’t yet old enough to understand that good people do bad things, that they
can be bad people, and that things like goodness and badness aren’t set. They’re
scales we tip back and forth.
But it’s hard to believe your gut when it’s empty.
And so to the scissors I went, knowing that the common denominator in all of
these arguments was me, knowing that the people who scrimped and saved and sacrificed all that they could to buy me whatever luxuries we could barely afford, could never be the ones to blame. The self-obsessed and melodramatic daughter sought to ruin
this little life that they had made, and even managed to convince herself that she was
the victim along the way.
I deserved more.
--I’ve got a few artists lined up for the thigh piece I’ve been planning. I’ve been
meaning to sketch out a general outline of the artwork, so they can see what exactly it
is that I’m going for, but I keep putting it off.
As ironic as it is, I’m absolutely terrified of the pain that getting a tattoo of that size
entails. I’m terrified of undergoing hours of needles piercing the surface of my skin, of
watching the blood drip and the scabs form, of feeling the tender skin ache whenever I
have to pull a piece of clothing across it.
At least this time, I won’t be alone. This time, I can show off the bits of blood that
are pooling, and I can complain about how much it hurts. I can ask for help in cleaning
myself. I can watch the scabs flake and ask for recommendations for creams that help
with healing, and I can make sure to wear outfits that show off my new prize.
But I still have to actually get the tattoo in order to get to that little moment of
redemption. And once I make appointments, once I put down deposits, then I have to
go through the motions of showing somebody my scars. I’ve only ever shown a small
handful of people in my life.
What if the piece I’ve designed isn’t the best cover-up for self-harm? What if the
artist is awkward? What if the artist asks what happened, what caused it, why I chose
the piece I chose to hide it all? What if they tell me my skin is too far gone, too ragged
and ugly to ever salvage?
I tell myself to push through. I tell myself that I will find a way to make this work
and that this is happening. Because I deserve this.
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ON THE BUS, Jacob Fowler
everyone on the bus is
probably an amatuer
woodworker or a god
learning to jump rope
or maybe they just
feel drunk like me,
the white sweat
on their tongues set
to fall out of their
mouths and squirm
at our feet
there are two boys on the bus,
they’re both twenty-three
and waiting for burnt-chickenbreast-love and sour-jelly-sex,
but, that’s not on the bus
there are two other boys on the bus,
they sway with the bus,
they drink coffee from paper cups
and rest their soft hands on each other
soft hands make everything feel flowerpot still
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EASY BIG BUDDY, Jacob Fowler
they speak English,
they said bullshit
easy big buddy
it’s faster in here
where the weather
can’t get us
where nothing can
get at us
easy big buddy
we’ll fight in
the morning
maybe the sun
will cheer us
on or call us
frauds,
that might be
nice, I love
fraud bullshit
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PLUVIAL, Amy Baskin
Like raindrops,
practice falling.
Say, once a week,
just as something we do—
like flossing
or scheduling sex—
it becomes our nature,
like laughing or clapping.
Land and bond,
covalent in our failures.
Huddle routinely
in cold potholes.
Wait for our mistakes
to evaporate.
Fall again without knowing
where to land or with whom.
Raindrops know
they will splash and form puddles
or hit pavement.
We should learn as well.
Expect each sudden misstep,
each pool of blood.
Skinned knees, scraped palms
bear witness to sacrament.
How ordinary, how manifest
to rise up again.
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MY PERSONAL DEMON, Robert Boucheron
My personal demon says his name is Fred. Fred is debonair and devil-may-care,
a live wire with a wicked sense of humor. He is spontaneous, attractive, always up for
the next new thing. Everyone likes Fred.
Your run-of-the-mill demon is ugly, a bad influence, an emissary of evil. He convinces you that people hate you, torments you with impossible desires, and forces you
to commit crimes against your will. He is also an obvious fraud. Anyone can see through
his bald-face lies and lame excuses. He talks like a politician who knows his base will
love him all the more. He tells them what they want to hear, appeals to their lowest instinct.
Not Fred. He blathers on about social media, celebrity news, and professional
sports, things that interest me not in the least. He doesn’t need a response. The sound
of his own voice is enough to keep him going, like a radio talking to an empty room.
I like to stay home and read a good book, or listen to classical music while whipping up a favorite recipe. Fred wants to go out and party every night of the week. He
loves to meet up and mingle. And he never gets tired, no matter how late the hour. People are dropping like flies, and Fred carries on like there’s no tomorrow.
Try to keep up with Fred, and you’ll suffer from sleep deprivation, along with the
deleterious side effects of tobacco and alcohol. Not to mention the pills.
“I thrive on excitement,” Fred says. “It keeps me young.”
“You sleep all day and never do a lick of work,” I say. “The rest of us have to hold
down a job, pay the bills, feed the cat, and so on.”
“Jealous?” he asks, a twinkle in his eye.
It must be said, though, Fred has serious dance moves. At the club, women fall all
over him, and men try to compete. Needless to say, they fail miserably. He drags me to
the club night after night, and I watch from the sidelines, mouth agape. He performs for
the crowd, but he shows off for my benefit.
Lately, I notice, Fred has been dancing with a shapely redhead, a woman who
matches him step for step. They make a fabulous couple. Her name is Ginger.
“Ginger?” He smirks, all wide-eyed innocence. “She’s just a girl fiend.”
“You mean girlfriend?” I say.
“You heard me. A demon of the female persuasion.”
“Are you romantically involved?”
Fred laughs.
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MY PERSONAL DEMON, cont.
“Go ahead,” I say, “I’m better off without you.”
“Ha! That will be the day.”
“I’ll go to a charismatic preacher and have you exorcised.”
“Some storefront evangelical?” he scoffs.
“A megachurch.”
“You can’t threaten me.” Fred dematerializes, the way he does when he wants to
dodge the question. “For your information, Ginger and I are moving to California. We
signed a television contract for Dancing with Demons.”
A pop and a fizz, and I realize I am alone.
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DUAL IDENTITY, Katie Minor

Materials: Gouache on Paper
Dimensions: 9” x 9.5”
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GRAVITY, Katie Minor

Materials: Gouache on Paper
Dimensions: 28” x 38”
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IMAGE NOT TO SCALE, m. leon stewart
i.
Take a magnifying glass
and place it on an altar:
pray to the intricate dust.
ii.
Fold a single atlas page.
Feel mountains between your hands.
Place the loose leaf in your pocket.
iii.
Uniquely futile, you cannot
count the distinct grains of sand
on the beach, nor in stained glass.
iv.
Breathe.
Three seconds in and out:
once for each calendar square
you tear away, for lost time.
v.
Consider, while sleeping, the
nine thousand two hundred three
previous occurrence
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MOMENTS, Chloe Morris

Count the days, but don’t,
Or you’re wishing your life away.
Christmas is coming
While Halloween
Is over a month until fruition.
Red roses bloom as the
Seasons repeat, restart,
And the snow falls in
Individual filigrees.
How do I sit solidly in
A moment that is
Already gone?
The full moon is now
But a slender crescent,
And the stars blink
Out one by one.
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INITIATION, Vincent Corsaro
I turn fifty-two years old today.
And I’m tired.
And I’m hungry.
The streetlights wash me in yellowish orange light on the corner. I wait for the
crosswalk sign to finally let me go into the CVS that beckons me. I’m craving a chocolate bar so badly that the scar on my elbow tingles.
Happy birthday to me.
The LED lights turn into the small caricature of a walking man, so I cross the
street. It’s a warm night for November, and I worry about climate change for the umpteenth time. I’m still thinking to myself when I trip over a dead body. I just barely regain
my footing and look at the slumped form.
Not dead. Just sleeping.
“Hey watch it, buddy,” slurs the homeless man.
Not sleeping. Just drunk.
“I’m so sorry,” I say, and I mean it. I rest for a second against the brick wall of CVS.
A fall like that could’ve broken my leg. Life is tough for people like me, people who
have used their bones and veins a little too much to provide good health in old age.
The homeless man mumbles and sits up. He’s wearing a San Francisco 49ers
poncho, and a winter hat. His beard is dark, and I can’t tell if he’s tan or just dirty. Probably the latter.
My stomach reminds me why I’m at CVS and I push off the brick wall. I nod at the
man and start to walk inside.
“Hey, wait a sec,” I hear, “are you ______?”
I stop. Everything stops, even the sound of traffic. I know that voice.
I hear in my mind, perfectly clearly, that voice laughing as I unwrap a birthday
present. I can hear that voice scolding Michelle, telling her to stop playing in the woods
in her nice clothes or she’s getting beat. I can hear that voice crying on my mom’s
speakerphone when she doesn’t know that I’m still up. Crying because she won’t allow
him to visit us anymore.
“Oh my god,” I say, shoulders sagging.
I turn around and am looking straight in the face of Uncle Robert, leaning back
against the brick walls.
“Oh my god,” I repeat, walking towards him. “Rob…what… oh man, are you ok? I
mean, how are you holding up? I – oh man.”
Uncle Robert’s eyes are a dull gray. They look me up and down. His face doesn’t
change.
“I’ve been better.”
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INITIATION, cont.
We stare each other. Neither of us knows to do. I want to run up and hug him, but
I think I’m too old for any of that. Uncle Robert’s hands look dirty, so a handshake would
be even worse.
He reaches up to scratch his head and I see one of his needle marks, a small
reddish black scab in the crook of his elbow. My own arm starts to ache. I haven’t even
seen the stuff in ten years.
How is Uncle Robert even still alive? He’s eleven years older than I am, so that
would make him, what? Sixty-three? Has he been on the street this whole time?
“Do you want me to get you water or something from the CVS? I was just about to
grab snack.” I say, not knowing what else to do.
The question hangs in the air. I’m waiting for anything, anything at all from Uncle
Robert. He still hasn’t made a move towards me. Does he hate me? Does he hate our
whole family for abandoning him?
“That would be nice, thank you,” Uncle Robert says. He leans his head back
against the brick wall and I stumble into the CVS, eager to get away. The air conditioning hits me in the face. I rest for a few seconds again, out of breath for some reason. I
want to tell someone, anyone, but there’s no one. My parents passed years ago. I haven’t seen Michelle since college. My only other living relative, cousin Theresa, lives in
Montana and I don’t even have her number.
The last time I saw Uncle Robert, I was thirteen, when he was begging my mom
for a place to stay. He claimed that he was trying to get clean but didn’t have the money for rehab at the moment. She denied him both a place to stay and the loan request.
He then disappeared into the ether, becoming no more than the family bogeyman, the
threat my mom would tell me would happen to me if I didn’t study.
I walk back to the cooler and grab a bottle of water, a small can of apple juice,
and a banana. I know the counter normally has chocolate bars laid out to trap impulse
buyers so I slowly tread to the front of CVS.
The cashier eyes me suspiciously. He is a short, white, twenty something with
gauges and sleeve tattoos on both arms. They look tribal, but I have a hard time believing this guy’s from a tribe. He looks at my snacks and shakes his head slowly.
“I was outside having a smoke and I saw you talking to that bum,” he says.
“Yeah,” I say, barely paying attention “I like to talk to homeless people when I see
them. Most people just walk right by them like they’re invisible.”
“Sure, that’s pretty ‘altruistic’ of you,” he says, drawing the word out. My items remain on the counter, un-scanned. I smile at him and wait.
“I heard you say that you were gonna buy him stuff, too,” he says, smiling. He
picks up the can of apple juice and rolls it around in his hand. I hear the cashier’s mouth
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INITIATION, cont.
cluck. He shakes his head real slow.
“Yeah,” I respond, “what of it?”
The cashier slams the apple juice on the counter. I almost jump out of my damn
skin as the sound of thin metal on ceramic rings out into the empty CVS. I wish for the
millionth time in my life that I were younger and scrappier. It would have been so easy
to just grab one of the grossly oversized gauge-holes and just tear his ear off.
“God dammit,” he says, spitting out the words. “That lazy asshole sits on my sidewalk every single day. The cops won’t do nothing about it. Customers keep buying him
shit, like he’s some sort of pet. It’s ridiculous! Do you know why we have homeless people, man?”
I shake my head. My hands are in my pockets, one balled in a fist and the other
gripping my wallet. My stomach grumbles. I wonder how well this kid would do if he got
laid off, with rent, car payments, and medical debt looming in the near future. I wonder
if he would be the type of person to turn to a bottle, or a joint, or a pill, or a needle to
erase the anxiety that comes with slowly nonexisting.
“Because of assholes like you,” he continues, “people that give them handouts,
change, food, booze, anything. There are already programs in place to help thesethese leeches. Why can’t that fucker outside go register for one? ‘Cuz he’s on drugs?
‘Cuz he’s a drunk? ‘Cuz of generous fuckheads who give him enough money to live so
he learns that staying on the street is ok? Staying on MY street is ok? Well, not today.
Nope.”
He starts taking my items off the counter.
“You can’t just ignore my money,” I say. I try to sound tough but I think it comes
out as whiny. I should feel guilty about wanting the chocolate bar above anything else,
but I don’t. I just want to get my stuff and get out. It’s my birthday, after all.
“I can refuse service to anyone I want.”
The cashier gathers up the apple juice, water, and banana. I watch, defeated, as
he walks out from behind the counter to return them to the shelves.
“Get out of my store,” he calls over his shoulder. “I don’t have to deal with this shit
today.”
I wait till he was out of sight and then steal two Snickers bars. I flip off his general
direction shuffle to the automatic doors. The two anti-theft scanners stand tall at the
door like a pair of armed guards. I feel the weight of the chocolate in my pocket and
hope that there are no sensors in the wrapper. The three second span that it took to
cross the threshold and move outside felt like an eternity.
I am rapidly returned to the reality that includes Uncle Robert. He’s still sitting
against the wall, looking at me expectantly. My stomach shifts as I try to find the words
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to say to him.
The silence feels like a physical blanket while I hand him a Snickers bar. It wraps
around my back, my arms, and my head. I feel like I can’t breathe.
“I tried to get you a water,” I say lamely, “but that cashier wouldn’t let me. I’m
sorry.”
Uncle Robert mumbles something about the kid being a dick and takes the
chocolate out of my hands. He devours it instantly, even licks the wrapper. We meet
eyes and I can see how empty and hungry his are. I hear myself speaking without
meaning to.
“Do you want to come take a shower back at my place?”
Uncle Robert stops moving completely. For a second, I worry that he’s about to
pass out. Then, to my relief, he clears his throat and nods.
“Please. Thank you.”
I reach out a hand and pat his shoulder. I barely notice the cloud of dust rise into
the air from the old leather.
“Come on.”
I lead the way and we start to walk the 9-block journey to my tiny apartment. I
can move my futon from my room into the living room, and I think Uncle Robert wears
the same size clothes as me.
We turn left at the next block, and I catch a glimpse of Uncle Roberts’ face and
the wet mustache his tears are leaving. We don’t say a word until we get to my apartment and it’s better that way. I didn’t have anything I could say to him, but we would
find someone who could.
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GOODBYE, MAJOR TOM, Vincent Corsaro
You float, naked,
staring at the great green and blue marble.
There’s no noise.
Vacuums like space are silent.
You know this from countless missions,
spacewalks, and textbooks but
you also know that a supermassive black hole,
just outside our galaxy,
constantly moans a B flat.
Just one single note forever,
slightly too deep for human ears.
Behind you sparkles your ship,
empty now. Your would-be coffin,
a manmade message to the cosmos,
says, “We are powerful!” into the ether.
Unknown gas giants whisper back,
their distant solar flares
hiding the gravity of themselves.
You have fifteen seconds
before your skin becomes bubble wrap.
Small breaths want to escape your throat
but freeze in motion. A snapshot of your body.
You try to wave at seven billion people
you want to smile, whisper that it’s all right,
tell them that everything looks different from the outside
but all you can do is stare.
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AN ODE TO THE MORNING, Vincent Corsaro
Think of a slow dark wave
blanketing the globe.
A time lapse,
the sliver is a cartoon scanner
passing over landfills
with somber monotony.
Everything’s dead at 4am,
especially in the fall,
especially in the winter.
Trees are silent as bones,
and roads are empty veins
of pavement and chalk dust.
The only people driving
are driving way too fast,
either to get home quickly
or because they desperately want to be
somewhere else.
The graveyard shift ending.
The homeless man trying to find a new spot,
a nook
an underpass where cops
won’t harass him.
When you wake up,
there’s a brief moment
before the shower
where:
is cold enough to practice breathing,
or dark enough to keep sleeping,
or empty enough to want growth.
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AN ODE TO THE MORNING, cont.
If you were born in another decade
you’d wake early to chop firewood,
to cut strips of dried pig fat,
to crush coffee beans
into a large wooden urn.
But we’re so deep in modernity
the mornings are - different.
And if you wake early enough
you don’t have to move for hours.
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WHAT IF INSTEAD OF CHURCH, Kyle Clark
we
went
to
breakfast
embraced one another at the
table stopped vying for an
afterlife I am not saying to
drop your gods of course I
am only saying that we drag
them through so much of our
weekly mire they must get
tired too and no amount of
worship makes up for tired
what if instead of church we
went to breakfast and I traded
you my bacon for your hash
browns and you brought your
mother and I brought my
brother and his honey and she
brought her brother and his
honey and your mother
brought her new boyfriend
and he brought his daughter
and she brought her best
friend and we hurdled over
all those bullshit formalities
and
knew
each
other
intimately and true and
trusted that we were safe at
the table our own little
community what if instead of
church we went to breakfast
what if we ate each other
whole
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APRIL, Kyle Clark
keep mixing your blues and yellows
taste our orchards’ sweet dew
sprawl out before us like life
like always fraying rope
leave a kiss of pink in our greening groves
bless us with your only rain
your only cheery heart
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OUR LIVES ARE A MUSEUM PIECE, Liz Wride
There is no record of when or how I fell in love with you. I simply started talking about
you, folding you into the monotony of my day, until you textured my experience: the
cool of the kitchen tile, the pitting of the sofa cushions, the concrete of my working life,
the sharp sherbet of weekends. There is no record of this, of course, in the museum
of our life. There is no obtuse box that one can press to hear an audio explanation in
a loud booming voice. Instead, this place of record must be in the bones of us—if not
yours, fractured during a marathon, or mine, weakened by a dairy intolerance—then
the bones of us that we leave behind, in a living, breathing descendent. We fear this,
too. What if, in our record keeping, we were too thorough? What if what was said and
done, got down to the bones of it? What if they gnawed away? What if there are teeth
marks? What if our descendant fails to walk upright, for the sort of people we were?
I picture them coming to visit, our lives held behind glass. There is no record of the
fact you were selfish. It doesn’t show in your bone structure, although the crook in my
pinky finger shows I was forgiving. There is no record of the fact that I liked you more,
because you were distant. We are placed close now, in the museum of our life. Some
stories concocted spin us closer, still. I fear for the pedestal we may be placed on, but I
know, in reality, we will be propped up. I hope the descendant that comes to see us will
press their nose against the glass, to gain a closer look at us—perhaps something they
forgot. I wonder how they will learn about those early days, that few can recall and wish
to bottle by the end. Maybe in the unrecorded conversation of early love, there is hope.
A sort of spun magic that only inhabits museums, when the dust is caught in sunbeams.
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UNTITLED SELF-PORTRAIT, Ashleigh Mower

Materials: Digital Photograph, Pin-Hole
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UNTITLED SELF-PORTRAIT, Ashleigh Mower

Materials: Digital Photograph, Pin-Hole
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TIMELINE OF CAPITALISM, Shawn Anto
you can’t talk about the fast rhythms without these slow movements
across a day always coming where you go, whatever trail you take
re-shelving toys and pallets 9:58 pm, you swell into each box
finding your own home, stuck in perpetual motion, clock out 7:05 am
do it again, must compartmentalize a fragile mind, sick with sticky thread
black balloons upon the head, pop into what you want to do, what you actually do
go back again, the dream, swipe in 10:02 pm, running, though it walks, this jade-eyed
creature, eating up time, the illusion of value, if I rest, it will not, realizing this lingering is years
carved into brown flesh, they don’t even know your name
they just want your hands spinning & ticking among the aisles
trembling & bloodied identity, a machine churning out others by the hour
what could you believe if one pulls the lever but it’s too late
how long does the monster breathe, feeding it more of yourself piece by piece
counting down a life
clocking out at 7:05 am, doing it again
like that wish, if you do it again
just like the mother with two children
or the man who cannot do anything but this
what pain lingers in the chest, but needing
money to sustain the shadows haunting each new life
you want to lead—10:00 pm, swipe in.
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THE STRONGEST STUFF EVER, None of your damn business
We returned to each other for a brief time in the autumn of 2013. Our skin was
no longer darkened by the summer sun and our bodies could no longer be submerged
in the waters of his pool, where we had spent so many of our nights just a few months
prior.
He walked through the door with searching eyes until he found me. I studied his
face as he studied mine. Our eyes were locked, observing what had changed since we
last saw each other. His hair was no longer the light coppery brown like it was when I
had left him. The freckles I had that he so often adored were fewer and lighter on my
face. I was anticipating this moment upon my arrival, and was uncertain of what the
outcome would be. We were away from each other for so long, and so unofficial in
terms of our relationship or lack of one. We never agreed on a name for ourselves because our circumstance was so extreme and poorly-timed. I wondered if the distance
between us would ultimately extinguish us, and if whatever we were would wither and
die away with the autumn leaves in the absence of summer. This moment would determine all of that.
He gazed at me as if I was the only thing that existed in the world in that moment.
His face was alight with a silent joy as he approached me. His eyes looked deeply into
mine and the smile progressively widened on my face. This was the moment that I had
so heavily anticipated, the moment that would define the course of he and I for the
remainder of my time away. He had pulled me into a warm embrace—the same embrace
as he held me in at the height of our summer affair. It was as if nothing had changed,
only the weather.

A note: Parts 4 + 5 will be published in our next 2 issues, as an
ongoing series. Parts 1 +2 can be found in Issue 1 + 2, respectively.
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VERTIGO, tara martin
birds migrate to our old apartment on west 56th st. where the walls were better at trapping in the
heat / among other things that marked me somewhere other than my body / you said you needed
me but this was of course before i smeared my name synonymous with a crash / a big nothing /
perfect something / to drown the noise out until there is no more heavy midsummer humidity to
follow me around anymore / i keep writing poems about they like they’re any more than
imaginary / like to me they’re any less than god / they keep the lights switched off / they flock to
me a thousand at a time / they keep tugging on my jacket like a little kid / begging me to go
home / back into this thick hypersensitivity with / out you
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ROTONDA, tara martin
i beg my mother to pick me up as we wade through the ocean, stingrays waiting to ambush me because i am 8 and everything is waiting to kill me. i used to know the feeling
so well, now i can’t remember it’s name. my mother wouldn’t be my mother if she picked
me up in the ocean that day and every day after. my mother reminds me that i am beautiful but i do not mind being ugly. it makes me hard to love and i like it better that way,
at least for now. i mind being influenced. it makes me partial to something other than
myself. my mother will never turn her back to me. she will just add another notch to her
belt when she soaks up pain that i am (so far) blind to. she will grow another eye, the
kind that only mothers seem to have. the older i get, the more she seems to watch me
from behind. the more damaged i become, the more she seems to want to hold me. the
farther apart we grow (which is not to say that we are forcing each other to grow in different directions, but rather my direction is up and hers is otherwise), the wiser she tells
me i am (which is not to say that my mother isn’t wise, just that we are wise in different
directions,) she is scorched earth and i am only too young to fail. we both know that
one day i will become unfearless again, a little kid in the ocean, afraid of what hides
lurking underneath the sand.
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NOTES FROM THE EDITORS
Thank you so much for being here, at the end of our third issue. It’s been a joy and I’m
proud to say that we’re still going strong.
I’ve been thinking a lot about what I want 2019 to be. The new year means something
different for everyone, and defining it for myself has been quite the challenge. Honestly, I’m a bit of a mess. Most of my time is spent thinking I should be writing or reading. I’m always pressing the tab button when I mean to type the letter q. I accidentally
shaved off the top of my mustache last week. But despite these and other shortcomings, there are still things of which I’m very proud--I won’t bore you with the smaller
ones like feeding the cats regularly or running two miles the other day. We’ll just stick
with Turnpike.
This time of the month has become my favorite. I get to work with my two best friends
in order to create something for which we all share a deep passion. What’s more, I get
to talk poetry with two of the smartest people I know. And then on top of that, I get to
read work by new friends from all around the world which continues to just blow me
out of the water with every line I read. All this is to say that I’m incredibly lucky; Turnpike isn’t just something I do, it’s something I get to do.
We put a lot of love into this. Tasha works miracles designing each issue (and not to
gush, but she’s also sort of the love of my life), and Paige is a meticulous, honest, and
graceful editor and friend. As for our contributors, their work shakes the earth beneath
my feet. I’m living a blessed life.
So, I was talking about 2019, right? If I had to give it a meaning or a purpose, I’d say it’s
to keep going with our humble magazine. It’s to read more and more work, to develop
a voracious appetite for new poems, essays, stories, photographs, TV shows, recipes,
obscure indie games, and whatever else I can get my hands on. This will be a year of
taking things in. Maybe you’d like to join me.
I’d say this issue is a good place to start.
Matthew Scott Swain, Poetry Editor & Co-Founder
Natasha Chopra, Visual Art Editor & Co-Founder
Paige Price, Prose Editor
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MORE INFORMATION ON TURNPIKE
What is Turnpike?
Turnpike is a literary and art magazine that focuses on fulfilling themes and underrepresented voices.
What does Turnpike do?
Turnpike focuses on the changes and shifts that confuse and bewilder us; moments of
decisive passion, breaths of fresh air, and all the tiny and gigantic things that facilitate
our growth find their place here.
We publish new issues every other month, featuring visual art, poetry, fiction, creative
nonfiction, and anything else you’ve deemed worthy of sharing. Anything that’s especially difficult to describe, explain, or contain in one genre is also more than welcome.
Why “Turnpike?”
We chose the name “Turnpike” to indicate a deviation, or turn from what is expected.
So often in the creative community do we focus on one type of voice and one type of
theme. In our personal experience with literary journals, we noticed a consistent focus
on trauma and misfortune that, while important, can become kind of damper on mental
health. Additionally, we noticed that other publications may not highlight LGBTQ+ folk,
persons of color, and other marginalized identities.
Our turn from the norm is to provide content based on more positive themes and to
provide a space for voices that may be underrepresented in other media. While other
publications that explore aforementioned voices and themes are helpful and important,
we strive to deviate, to be refreshing and vulnerable in a new way.
Let us know what you think of our latest issue!
– the turnpike team

Questions? Visit our website!
Or email us at: turnpikemagazine@gmail.com
Follow us on: Twitter | Instagram | Facebook
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